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PRECIOUS METALS COMMENTARY  
03/04/15  

Weak gold in the wake of an Indian rate cut the bears control  

 

OVERNIGHT CHANGES THROUGH 6:05 AM (CT): 
GOLD +0.40, SILVER +2.90, PLATINUM -8.30  

 

London Gold AM Fix $1,204.25,-$3.50 from prior AM FIX LME Copper Stocks 
308,425 tons +10,725 tons.  

 

OUTSIDE MARKET DEVELOPMENTS: Global equity markets were mostly lower during the overnight and early 
morning hours, despite surprise interest rate cuts by the Reserve Bank of India and by fresh easing moves from 
the PBOC. The Japanese Nikkei closed marginally lower and into a new five day low on profit-taking after a weak 
US finish in previous session. Economic data out of China overnight showed a slightly better than expected look 
at February service sector activity, with further improvement seen in the new orders component, which bodes well 
for more expansion ahead. Meanwhile, the major European indices came under pressure this morning following a 
wave of disappointing service sector PMI figures and position squaring ahead of US jobs data and tomorrow's 
ECB policy meeting. However, some of that downside was limited following a better than expected look at 
January Euro zone retail sales and a modest rebound in energy related stocks. Sentiment in US equity markets 
was also under modest selling pressure during the early morning hours after yesterday's decline and from 
prospects that Friday's monthly Non-Farm Payroll data could fall short of expectations. This morning's US 
economic calendar begins with a look at February ADP employment data and February ISM non-manufacturing 
PMI, that are both forecast to dip from their January readings.  

 

GOLD / SILVER 
While April Gold saw a fresh 5-day low early Tuesday, the trade was at least initially able to reject the brunt of the 
initial slide in prices. Early strength in the Dollar, the failure to hold close-in support and early gains in equities 
prompted some long profit-taking selling yesterday in gold. However, it would appear as if some buying stepped 
into gold off the geopolitical news flow from a Congressional speech yesterday. Gold was lifted slightly overnight 
by talk of decent seasonal demand in India, by a surprise rate cut in India and also by further easing inside China. 
Gold was also undermined by a second consecutive lower close yesterday and by news that the US Mint forecast 
a decline in both gold and silver coin sales relative to the prior month. The world's largest gold ETF saw their gold 
holdings fall by 2.79 tonnes on Tuesday and those holdings reached their lowest level since the end of January. 
One would have expected the downtrend in gold and silver prices during February to have discouraged some 
investors, but seeing gold prices hold as much as $118 an ounce below their January highs should also stir some 
bargain-hunting buying interest ahead. In other words, we continue to think that gold and silver prices are a little 
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expensive at current levels and are vulnerable to more liquidation, especially if the Dollar breaks out up and the 
expectation of a June US rate hike become even more prevalent ahead.  

 

PLATINUM  
There was some divergence between platinum and palladium on Tuesday in the US action with palladium 
outperforming platinum. We continue to think that palladium is garnering more support from fears of fresh 
sanctions against Russia than platinum (especially with US officials giving credence to additional sanctions on 
Tuesday). In retrospect, the platinum and palladium charts couldn't have been more divergent on Tuesday with 
platinum noticeably weaker than palladium and in turn appearing more vulnerable to a slide lower in sympathy 
with gold and silver prices. In fact, April Platinum with a series of closes around the $1,187.50 area could be 
setting the stage for a return to the February lows. On the other hand, palladium looks a little short-term 
technically overbought but it is apparently capable of benefiting from ideas that demand will remain strong enough 
to outstrip supply. Other issues impacting PGM prices this morning is the fresh rate cut action from India and 
China, as well as news that a local South African government was planning on purchasing as much as 30% of 
Anglo-platinum mines in their area and that highlights a potential shift in fundamentals in South Africa.  

 

TODAY'S MARKET IDEAS: 
We still see a near-term retest of $1,190.00 in April Gold but those that want to be short gold should not risk those 
positions beyond a near term rise back above $1,220. In fact for gold to climb consistently ahead, probably 
requires more noted and definitive weakness in the Dollar, which in turn would seem to require softer than 
expected US data and a tamping down of US rate hike talk. The Dollar was given some fresh support from a 
series of international rate cuts overnight. Fortunately for silver bulls, there would appear to be initial support just 
below the market at $16.04 but in the face of a noted range-down in gold prices ahead, silver could fall to a lower 
support level of $15.63. Remain bullish toward June Palladium as long as prices hold above a key pivot point of 
$821.  

 

 

COPPER COMMENTARY  
03/04/15  
Big rise in LME stocks and weak equities favors the bear camp  

 

GENERAL: A big range-down washout was partly expected in the wake of 
developing weakness in global equities yesterday, from initial strength in the 
Dollar and from ideas that China is set to remain weak and in need of even 
further stimulus for their economy. Some might also suggest that US auto sales 
figures yesterday were a little softer than initial expectations, and that in turn 
tamped down forward demand views for copper. Copper at times on Tuesday 
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also failed to hold above its 50-day moving average of $2.6545. Copper should be undermined by a sharp single 
day rise in LME copper stocks of 10,725 tons overnight, as that also undermines demand expectations. While the 
rate cuts from India and China overnight provide some support, the rather aggressive pattern of easing in China is 
fostering concerns that they are poised to see even weaker data directly ahead. With more significant US data 
looming directly ahead, some longs in copper might have decided to bank profits and stand aside rather than face 
increased volatility going into this Friday's potentially critical US Non-Farm Payroll report.  

 

MARKET IDEAS: 
Uptrend channel support in May Copper today is $2.6160, while a normal corrective setback off the January and 
February rally would allow for a dip to $2.6040 without technically damaging the 2015 rally formation.  
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